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Salvador Gaytan:

Welcome to SmileTalk with Dr. John, the friendly dentist, an
entertaining and informative dental talk show, featuring the latest
news and developments in dentistry. I’m Salvador Gaytan, and I’m
here with Dr. John Chao, the founder of Alhambra Dental, and the
creator of this show. How are you doing today doctor?

Dr. John Chao:

Wonderful. We’re going to have a great show everybody. We’re
going to talk about some things that you would not suspect that’s
happening in dentistry. So, tune in and stay on.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, we’re going to have a little snap, crackle, pop to this show?

Dr. John Chao:

It’s going to pop.

Salvador Gaytan:

I like it, I like it.

Dr. John Chao:

Alright.

Salvador Gaytan:

Well, we’ve got a number of things that we are going to get into,
about wisdom teeth, and also different things about fillings and so
forth. But let’s get to our Rapid Fire Five.
I’m going to ask you five quick questions, true or false, you’re
going to give me the answer, and then we’re going to come back
and you’re going to tell the audience why it’s true or false. Are you
ready Dr. John?

Dr. John Chao:

Yes, fire away.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay. Question number one: Wisdom teeth should always be
removed, true or false?

Dr. John Chao:

False.

Salvador Gaytan:

False, okay. Question number two: Whitening mouthwashes and
toothpastes actually harm the enamel of the teeth, true or false?

Dr. John Chao:

False.

Salvador Gaytan:

False. Question number three: People with gaps between their teeth
have a higher rate of tooth loss, true or false?

Dr. John Chao:

That’s true and false.

Salvador Gaytan:

Another trick question, okay.
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Dr. John Chao:

It’s a little bit tricky there.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay, so it’s true and false, you’ll tell us why. Question number
four: Teeth cannot be straightened without using braces of some
kind, true or false?

Dr. John Chao:

False.

Salvador Gaytan:

False, okay. Question number five: Can a receding gum line be
restored?

Dr. John Chao:

It’s very definitely true.

Salvador Gaytan:

Very true, okay. Interesting, I didn’t think that was possible. Okay,
let’s get back to question number one. Wisdom teeth should
always be removed, that is false.

Dr. John Chao:

Wisdom teeth should be removed in most circumstances, but there
are circumstances where they shouldn’t be removed.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, tell people -- most people already know, but what exactly are
wisdom teeth?

Dr. John Chao:

Wisdom teeth are the last teeth in your mouth, and there you have
your first molars and second molars. So, the third set of molars
coming out way in the back are called wisdom teeth. The reason
they are called wisdom teeth is, you don’t get them until you are a
little wiser, a little wiser and older.

Salvador Gaytan:

A little wiser, now is that really true?

Dr. John Chao:

Assuming that -- well, I don’t know whether it’s true whether
you’re wiser when you get older, but generally wisdom teeth come
out when you are about what, anywhere from 14 and on. So, when
they come out in a less normal way, then they should be taken out
when the patient is younger.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, when younger, what age do you mean?

Dr. John Chao:

Generally they should have it out between the ages of 17 and 25.

Salvador Gaytan:

And now why is that?

Dr. John Chao:

This is because the bone is softer then. And then sometimes the
roots are not completely formed. So, they are easier to take out.
When you get to be 35 and older, the bone is a lot harder, a lot
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more calcified, and there would be more risk of complications. So,
generally if it’s going to come out, it should come out while you’re
younger.
Salvador Gaytan:

Interesting, interesting.

Dr. John Chao:

But not every wisdom tooth should be taken out. There are
instances where it’s so difficult, and the complications are so likely
that you don’t want to take them out, unless you absolutely have
to.
One example would be, if the root is wrapped up in the nerve that
goes to your chin way back there, and if you do take it out, there
will be a high risk of having permanent numbness in the lip, then
that would be an instance where you should really, really be
careful, and not jump into taking it out, unless you absolutely have
to.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, how would you know this, by x-rays?

Dr. John Chao:

By x-rays, the same type of x-rays that we have for years, or we
can use 3D x-rays, what we call Cone Beam Cat Scan, that can
determine on a two dimensional basis where the roots are, but we
can actually see the jaw in three dimensions, so that we can see
where exactly the nerve is, and where exactly the root is.

Salvador Gaytan:

Interesting. Now, there’s more on wisdom teeth we’re going to talk
about here in just a little bit, but let’s get to the number two
question. Whitening mouthwashes and toothpastes actually harm
the enamel of the teeth. That is false.

Dr. John Chao:

That’s false. It’s not strong enough to cause any damage to the
enamel, although some people are so sensitive that even this very,
very mild peroxide product can cause severe pain. So, some people
should be very, very careful. If it bothers you at all, then don’t use
it, and consult your dentist.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, can someone overuse it, they use the whitening mouthwash
three times a day. Is that too much, can it be?

Dr. John Chao:

No, I don’t think that’s too much. If it doesn’t bother the patient,
then they can use it as often as they want, but if your teeth are
getting sensitive to cold or even to cold air, then you should stop.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, whitening toothpaste, do they really work or is that just
advertisement?
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Dr. John Chao:

I think they do work to a certain extent. It’s not going to work
really, really well, but it helps a little bit. I don’t mind people using
it.

Salvador Gaytan:

Interesting.

Dr. John Chao:

But if you have any questions, if you have any discomfort, if the
gums are blistering, if you have unusual symptoms around the
mouth, or have actually throat problems or digestive problems,
consult your dentist, and certainly stop using it immediately.

Salvador Gaytan:

Interesting. Anyone just tuning in, I’m Salvador, here with Dr.
John, the friendly dentist, and anyone wanting to contact Dr. John,
626-308-9104, or logon to AlhambraDental.com.
Okay, getting to our third question. People with gaps between their
teeth have a higher rate of tooth loss, that is -- well, actually that’s
a trick question, isn’t it? True and false.

Dr. John Chao:

Yes, if it’s gaps between your front teeth, then that’s really okay.
That doesn’t create any pathological conditions, but if it’s gaps
between the back teeth, that presents a real great problem, because
the food gets trapped.
And if you’re not consistently and persistently removing the debris
that collects between the teeth in those gaps, then you are liable to
have two things happen, cavities and gum disease.
So, gaps in the back teeth are not good, gaps in the front teeth is a
matter of whether you like it or not. Some people don’t mind
having their gaps between their teeth, other people don’t like it.

Salvador Gaytan:

Question number four: Teeth cannot be straightened without some
kind of braces. That is false.

Dr. John Chao:

That’s false. That answer would have been true some years ago,
because at that time the popular way of moving teeth would be to
use braces. Even then, you can have invisible braces. It’s a very
difficult way to do things, but you can actually put it behind the
front teeth.

Salvador Gaytan:

Wow, I didn’t know that.

Dr. John Chao:

It’s still being done today, but it’s very, very complicated, and you
can only do it for certain cases. So, those are called invisible
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braces. But now, we have the so called trays that fit over teeth.
These trays are clear, {it’s like} retainers which are clear.
These trays can move the teeth step by step over a period of time.
So, when you wear them, hardly anybody can tell that you’re using
anything. You do see a little bit. If you look really closely, you’ll
see them, but they are practically invisible.
Salvador Gaytan:

Now, is it something that you do, or do they have to have it done
by an orthodontist?

Dr. John Chao:

This is something dentists, general dentists and orthodontists can
do. If you have the proper training, you can do that.

Salvador Gaytan:

Do you do that in your practice?

Dr. John Chao:

Yes we do it.

Salvador Gaytan:

Excellent.

Dr. John Chao:

A lot of dentists do that. It’s very popular. A lot of general dentists
now have been trained to do orthodontics and do it well. So, it
makes no difference where you go to. If you are a dentist who is
well trained and experienced in orthodontics, you should have it
done with him, if that’s what you prefer. Or you can certainly go to
the orthodontist, who limits his practice to orthodontics.

Salvador Gaytan:

Excellent, okay. Let’s go to question number five. Can -- and a lot
of people do have this problem, can a receding gum line be
restored?

Dr. John Chao:

Definitely. There are surgical procedures that can restore the gum
line to its original position, provided there is not advanced gum
disease. But in most cases, something can be done to improve that
condition. In fact, sometimes we’ll highly recommend it.

Salvador Gaytan:

You were mentioning there is -- I guess to restore gum line,
sometimes they’ll take a piece of gum from the palate and put it on
the gum line. Is that…?

Dr. John Chao:

That right now is the standard way of doing it, because it is the
most consistent way and gets the best long term results. There are
ways also, instead of using your own gum, which is called
autogenous grafting, to use grafting material that’s artificial or
taken from bovine sources.
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So, instead of taking your own gum and then trying to replenish
the area that’s lacking in gum, you can actually use grafting
material, that’s not from your own body at all. And there are some
instances where we use -- where tissue from human source is used
also.
Salvador Gaytan:

Now, why should someone -- if someone has a receding gum line,
is there a point where it’s just for aesthetic purposes, or are there
some health consequences for the teeth if they don’t restore the
gum line?

Dr. John Chao:

There are certain cases where it could be basically cosmetic, but
when the gums have receded to a certain extent beyond a certain
amount, then that becomes a progressive process, and that can lead
to severe gum loss, and that can impact the longevity of the teeth.
So, in certain circumstances we’ll recommend doing the procedure,
not just as a cosmetic procedure, but as a way to preserve the gum
and the bone around the teeth.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, as you were saying, if the gum loss gets to a certain point, can
people lose teeth because of that?

Dr. John Chao:

There are cases where this can happen, yes.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay, now getting back to one of our questions about wisdom
teeth. And there is some information on that. People want to know,
why do they call them wisdom teeth, why do we have wisdom
teeth? Before we get to that, I just know one thing, and you’ve
been my dentist for a long time. Excellent, I might add.

Dr. John Chao:

Well, thank you.

Salvador Gaytan:

Yeah, absolutely. You pulled my wisdom teeth a long time ago,
and I know you don’t do a whole lot of that now, but I just
remember you. I didn’t have any anesthesia, I didn’t want any
anesthesia, I just wanted Novocain. You had a full workout getting
my four teeth out.

Dr. John Chao:

But it was painless, wasn’t it?

Salvador Gaytan:

It was painless.

Dr. John Chao:

But you still remember it?
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Salvador Gaytan:

I still -- I just remember you pulling and pulling, and you finally
got all four of those out.

Dr. John Chao:

Yes I did, and I actually stopped taking wisdom teeth out after I
did yours.

Salvador Gaytan:

After you did my teeth?

Dr. John Chao:

No, no, I’m just kidding. But I do refer them out for different
reasons now.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, I’ve heard that there are different ways, that sometimes you
can pull them out whole, but I’ve heard other friends, they say they
went in, and they actually hammered and cracked them, and pulled
out little pieces at a time. Is that true?

Dr. John Chao:

That’s in the old days.

Salvador Gaytan:

That’s in the old days?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, we have very, very easy methods now. It could be done very
easily. It’s not as traumatic as it really was. So, you don’t have to
worry about getting wisdom teeth out these days. It’s much easier.

Salvador Gaytan:

Much easier. Now, you have some interesting background
information now. One of the questions is, why do they call them
wisdom teeth, and what are they?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, wisdom teeth are called wisdom teeth, because you don’t get
them when you’re much older. So, hopefully you’re wiser as you
get older, so they call them wisdom teeth. But why do you have
wisdom teeth?
I think it came when our jaws were much bigger in the
evolutionary history of our race. In the caveman days, we needed
big jaws to accommodate eating roots and nuts and meats. So, we
needed all of them to survive.
But now, as time goes on, we don’t need them that much anymore,
so our jaw over the evolutionary period has gotten smaller. So, all
of a sudden now, we don’t have enough room.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, our jaws have gotten smaller, so now the wisdom teeth are
crowded back there, is that right?
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Dr. John Chao:

Yes, there is no room for it to come out straight. It gets stuck at the
angle of the jaw. So, it comes in at 45 degree angles or worse, and
sometimes you get fully impacted when it’s just horizontal pushing
against the tooth in front of it, and sometimes it’s 45 degree
coming out and then it gets stuck, and then it creates infections and
so on. So, sometimes it starts to hurt, that they have to be taken
out.

Salvador Gaytan:

I guess so, the cavemen, they -- actually is it true, their teeth -because they ate so many hard foods, their teeth ground down to
nothing?

Dr. John Chao:

That could happen, that could happen, that happens today. Some
people love to eat nuts and chew certain kinds of things which are
abrasive. And they do end up with flat teeth, that are real worn
down.

Salvador Gaytan:

We are going to get into that in just a little bit. For anyone tuning
in, I’m Salvador, here with Dr. John, the friendly dentist, and he
can be reached at 626-308-9104, or you can logon to his website
AlhambraDental.com, because you are located in the beautiful city
of Alhambra. Isn’t that right doctor?

Dr. John Chao:

Yes, that’s right, and please feel free to call us or leave a message
or leave a comment or question for us. We love to answer your
questions on our show. So, feel free.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, Dr. John, talking about the wisdom teeth and so forth, that
brings us to our next topic, which is a very popular topic and a lot
of people do suffer for. So, I’ll form it in a question. Why do
people clinch their teeth while they sleep?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, it’s the way the jaws are formed, you got muscles that are
working the jaws. The muscles tend to want to tighten, especially
if you are under stress, or if you are nervous or tensed, and that
produces the tendency to want to put your teeth together.
If you’re chronically tensed or stressed, then you can develop a
habit, where before you know it, you’re either clenching or you’re
grinding your teeth. This could happen in the daytime, but it can
happen during the night time without you being able to control it.

Salvador Gaytan:

Because you are asleep. Now, I know for me, you have made me
what you call a night guard, which I use religiously, I want to let
you know.
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Dr. John Chao:

Well, good, good, you’re a very compliant patient, and that’s why
your teeth are looking great.

Salvador Gaytan:

Well, we try, we try. So, the causes of people clenching their teeth,
stress, even snoring, isn’t that right?

Dr. John Chao:

When you’re snoring, you’re breathing through your mouth, and
when you breath through your mouth, your teeth tend to go to
work, because you can’t keep your mouth open if the teeth aren’t
there to keep it open.
The other cause of clenching is actually the occlusion. In other
words, if your bite is half, if one or two teeth are sticking up, or
some teeth are sticking up and some teeth are not biting together,
it’s having foreign matter between your teeth, like a little pebble or
something between your teeth. That can cause you to want to grind
more than ever.
So, if you have a malocclusion, or if the occlusion isn’t right, you
tend to clinch more during the night.

Salvador Gaytan:

Is there a difference between clenching and grinding, or is it the
same thing?

Dr. John Chao:

Clenching is a different phenomenon. A lot of people just clench,
and you can’t tell they’re even doing it. Grinding is called
Bruxism, where the teeth are actually moving side to side or
moving forward. This is generally something that a lot of people
do during sleep.

Salvador Gaytan:

Is it just a discomfort, or are there some real consequences to the
grinding?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, first of all grinding can do one of two things. Grinding can
either cause your teeth to be ground down over time. This is why
you see certain people with very short teeth. They hardly have any
teeth left sometimes when it’s really extreme.
The other consequence would be, the teeth don’t ground down, but
the muscles hurt. So, this generally happens with ladies, whose
musculature is not as strong as the men, so they wake up with
headaches and eyes strained and the jaw pains and facial pains.
For the men, their muscles are strong, so there is no pain, but they
do end up grinding their teeth down.
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Salvador Gaytan:

I guess you could chip teeth too by clenching?

Dr. John Chao:

Chipping front and back teeth as over time, as you chip the teeth, it
gets shorter and shorter.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, what are the -- are there remedies as a dentist, that dentists can
perform to eliminate the consequences of clenching and grinding?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, the dentists can definitely relieve some of the problem,
especially if it has to with the bite. The bite could be corrected
either with braces or with minor adjustments of the teeth, so that
the teeth come together better. And of course, we can use devices
like night guards.

Salvador Gaytan:

The one you made for me?

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, such as what I made for you, provided you use it right. Some
people use it just to grind on, which is not a good idea. But if you
use it to remind yourself not to bring your teeth together during
your sleep, then eventually just wearing it would help you
disengage your teeth from each other.
So, night guards can be very, very helpful. But unfortunately, there
is nothing we can do about a patient’s tension. So, we do suggest
that the patients try to get relaxed in some way or another.

Salvador Gaytan:

Workout.

Dr. John Chao:

Workout, take a hot bath, go swimming, get a massage and do
yoga, do whatever you have to do to get relaxed. Now, especially
tell yourself not to clench your teeth before you go to bed.

Salvador Gaytan:

Will that help?

Dr. John Chao:

Definitely. Now, I have a little suggestion for those of our listeners
who tend to clench your teeth. Even without the night guard, bring
your teeth together and clench on it for five seconds, and then
release it for five seconds, and clench on it again for five seconds,
and do it 10 times before you go to bed.
Just try to memorize what it feels like to have your teeth clenched
together. Tell yourself, before you go to bed, don’t clench. You’d
be amazed at how better your teeth would be when you wake up.
So, that’s a very, very good trick, and try it and see whether that
works for you or not. If not, then see your dentist.
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Salvador Gaytan:

Now, for our listeners, you are listening to Dr. John, the friendly
dentist, and you can contact him at AlhambraDental.com. Now Dr.
John, you can make night guards, and devices like that. Do those
go on the upper teeth or the lower teeth or where do they go?

Dr. John Chao:

It’s a matter of choice. If the patient -- I generally tend to make it
on the lower teeth. Some dentists prefer to make it on the upper
teeth, and there are different ways to make it.
There is a special device, where you just put it in the upper front
teeth and the lower front teeth. It’s a little tab that you wear. This
would disengage the jaws. But that generally should be worn with
some kind of a string that will prevent the patient from losing it or
actually swallowing it.
So, there are different devices on the market that the dentists use.
Talk to your dentists about what would be the most suitable for
you.

Salvador Gaytan:

Now, that device that you mentioned, it’s supposed to come with a
string. We were talking to someone, a female who had a device
like that, and she said it was very cumbersome, and that it actually
-- sometimes it made her drool, wake up with drool, and it’s down
by her feet. So, I mean what’s up with that device?

Dr. John Chao:

Well, I think probably there is some communications gap here,
where somehow the string got lost. So, we won’t say who it is,
except maybe it’s the producer of our show. We won’t even say
her name.

Salvador Gaytan:

We won’t incriminate. I tell you, it’s a funny darn story though.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, but we’d like to hear that. That’s really true, that happens,
and especially with something like that, it’s a very good idea to
have a string on that can tie to your pajamas or to your neck or
something, because anything that can happen, will happen.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, that particular device could actually be swallowed.

Dr. John Chao:

Yes, that’s the biggest danger, so you {don’t want} that to happen.

Salvador Gaytan:

Okay, okay. Now, we wanted to touch on one last topic, that we
didn’t get to talk about. We did talk about the different substances
that you can use to fill cavities. But the way that the gold and the
porcelain are made, are different. You have to use a laboratory, is
that right?
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That’s correct. You have to use a laboratory for that process. Now,
some dentists will actually do it themselves, but most dentists
would use either a laboratory or use a technician, who is working
for the dentist in the office.
So, there are two ways to go, and when the dentist uses the
commercial laboratory, this is when the patient has to wait two or
three weeks for that to come back. When you have a technician in
the office, then this could be done a lot quicker and faster.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, which method do you use?

Dr. John Chao:

I use actually both right now. I’m working towards having a
technician in my office who would do the work right there. And I
have used also commercial laboratories. But I prefer, at this point
in my practice, to have a technician in my office.
Now, for the denture work, I use a commercial laboratory. For
doing porcelain and gold, I have a technician who is in my office
right now. So, I’m currently in between getting a technician to do
everything in my office.

Salvador Gaytan:

So, the benefits of having a technician in the office is that you as
the dentist, you can supervise the work, and the quality is better. Is
that…?

Dr. John Chao:

As a supervisor of work, I have control over the work. And also, I
can train the technician to understand what goes on in the mouth,
rather than a technician who is way out in somewhere else, and we
can’t see what’s in the mouth.
And actually it’s a learning experience for both myself and the
technician, because he has his perspective. He is a very valuable
member of my team, so we do learn from each other, and the end
result is, we can do something that we both enjoy doing, and then
give the patient hopefully a better product than if we had sent the
work out to a laboratory that’s away from the office.

Salvador Gaytan:

I see.

Dr. John Chao:

But on the other hand, there are dentists who work very well with a
commercial laboratory, and they also have good results. So, it’s a
matter of preference.
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Salvador Gaytan:

Well, we are coming to the conclusion of our show today Dr. John.
Did we cover everything today?

Dr. John Chao:

Yes, I think we managed to cover almost everything. We still
haven’t gotten back to The Yellow Rose of Texas.

Salvador Gaytan:

The Yellow Rose of…

Dr. John Chao:

We got to get it next time.

Salvador Gaytan:

We’ve got to get The Yellow Rose of Texas.

Dr. John Chao:

How can we forget The Yellow Rose of Texas?

Salvador Gaytan:

I know. It’s not to do with dentistry, but it’s an interesting tidbit.

Dr. John Chao:

Yeah, we did talk about Yellow Rose of Texas, but we didn’t talk
about how it related to General Santa Anna, and who we talked
about had helped dentistry develop the bubblegum.

Salvador Gaytan:

The bubblegum, right. Anyway, that’s the conclusion of our
program. Anyone wanting to reach Dr. John, you can call him at
626-308-9104 or logon to his website AlhambraDental.com. And
you can submit your questions or find out more about the doctor
and his work. That’s it for today, a great program, doctor.

Dr. John Chao:

See you next week everybody.

[END OF AUDIO]
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